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Abstract 

 
In physical activity and sport, teaching method is traditionally imparted by the coach or teacher with tutorials that have the 
theoretical basis in the Cognitive approach. It means, they illustrate greatly and the tutorials are of Partial type, Varied one, 
Randomized one, Mental Training one and, finally, using the feedback for error correction. Cognitive approach has the 
physiological and psychological basis in theory of motor control in Circuit Open Loop, Circuit Closed Loop and Motor Program 
Generalized. Otherwise, teaching methods of physical activity and sport could be suggested in another way, called Ecological-
Dynamic approach, where the dynamic is opposite in the past case. The coach or the teacher does not use the tutorials, but he 
uses to build a setting learning aimed at variety of motor skills and he plays of the phenomenon in a natural way using the 
variables. This second approach has the physiological and psychological basis in theory of motor control in Motor Imagery and 
Freedom Degrees. The Motor Imagery could be made in first person and in third person. Freedom Degrees is made by three 
consecutive steps: Reduction of Freedom Degrees, Exploration of new Freedom Degrees and Capitalization of the final 
Freedom Degrees. Behaviorism and Cognitive theory have the mind in the focus of learning process. Vice versa, Gestalt and 
Phenomenology has the environment in the focus of learning process. Both of them has the main difference between the role 
of the mind and the role of the learning setting. Aim is to study the issue of motor control theory and what is the correlation to 
learning process and motor skills. Specifically, to aim the relation on mind theory such as the fourth principal of them. Methods 
of this study is to analyze the specific aspects of learning approach in physical activity and sport. After, to analyze the elements 
of mind theory according to Behaviorism, Cognitive, Gestalt and Phenomenology and then to elaborate the logical relation. 
Main results and conclusion show two types of relationship. The first one is between cognitive approach, which includes closed 
loop motor control, open loop motor control and generalized motor program, with Behaviorism and Cognitive. Furthermore, 
there is a significant relationship among tutorials techniques such as order, demand, sequence and timing and the prescriptive 
teaching method of Behaviorism and Cognitive applied to motor skill. The second one is between ecological dynamic approach, 
which includes Motor Imagery and Freedom Degrees, and Gestalt and Phenomenology. Furthermore, there is a significant 
relationship among learning setting, such as environment and specific strategies of teaching method, and the strategies of 
cooperative learning, role playing, circle time, brain storming, peer education, tutorship, focus group. So it can observe the 
invasive role of the coach or the teacher in cognitive approach and non-invasive role in ecological dynamic approach. In 
conclusion, it suggests to deep the ideal setting in educational process in school and in sport association.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In physical activity and sport, teaching method is traditionally imparted by the coach or teacher with tutorials that have the 
theoretical basis in the Cognitive approach. It means, he greatly illustrates the tutorials, that are of Partial type, Varied 
one, Randomized one, Mental Training one and, finally, by using the feedback for error correction. Cognitive approach 
has the physiological and psychological basis in theory of motor control in Circuit Open Loop (Schimdt 1975), Circuit 
Closed Loop (Adams, 1968, 1971) and Motor Program Generalized (Schimdt, Wrisberg, 2004). Teaching Methods of 
physical activity could be suggested the motor skills in another way, called Ecological-Dynamic approach (Carnus, 
Marsualt 2003). In this case, the coach or the teacher does not use the tutorials, but they uses to build a setting learning 
aimed at variety of skills and they play in the variables of the phenomenon. This second approach has the physiological 
(Edelman, 1987) and psychological basis in theory of motor control in Motor Imagery (Jeannerod, 2002ab, 2006) and 
Freedom Degrees (Bernstein, 1991). The first one could be made in first person and in third person; the second one is 
made by three consecutive steps: Reduction of Freedom Degrees, Exploration of new Freedom Degrees and 
Capitalization of the final Freedom Degrees. It analyses the current state of the affair of how and why the body and 
movement are central in the motor skills, through methodological and teaching method choices in teaching activities at 
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whose foundation there is scientific evidence. "Conceptual knowledge is embodied, that is mapped in our sensory-motor 
system. This not just provides the structure to the conceptual content, but characterizes the semantic content of concepts 
according to the way we function in the world with our bodies." (Gallese & Lakoff, 2005). Teaching method of cognitive 
approach is, traditionally, made by using tutorials. Sport and physical activity is traditionally imparted by the coach or the 
teacher in illustration and simulation actions in details. They are: Partial type, Varied one, Randomized one, Mental 
Training and Feedback by correction of the error. They refer to the motor control models of Open Loop, Closed Loop, and 
Motor Program Generalized. The partial tutorial consists in making exercise a complex motor skill initially in a simplified 
form. Movements, with a great level of difficulty and the high degrees of complexity, can be simplified by dividing the 
exercises in little part or reducing the speed or requests for precision. In other words, the coach or the teach use in varied 
forms the space and the time. For all forms of partial tutorial is the rule that is obtained of learning only as long as the 
techniques of partial tutorial, that is fragmentation, segmentation and simplification, does not adversely affect the deep 
structure of the motor program generalized. The tutorial randomized and that varied are other techniques of tutorial that 
find their justification in theory engine programs generalized. The theory of the programs motors has generalized 
methodological implications-didactic on direct choice of which provide information in the feedback. This choice depends 
on the type of error made by the athlete/student. The techniques of mental repetition consist in think about the aspects 
cognitive and procedural of the action, while the mental representation is to imagine the conduct of an action. Despite, the 
Ecological-Dynamic approach, where the coach does not require the tutorials but builds a setting learning environment, 
aims at variety of learning. It refers to the models for the control of the imagination and mobility of the theory of the 
degrees of freedom in three consecutive steps for learning impairment: Reduction, Exploration and Capitalisation of the 
degrees of freedom (Latash, 2004). According to the ecological approach "learn" means being able to find progressively 
the mobility solution best for a given task in a given context. Emblematic is the expression, coined by Bernstein, 
"repetition. without repetition": practice does not mean always repeat the same solution to a given task, but repeat over 
again the process of solving the task itself. If learn movements means optimizing the process of solving tasks engines, 
resulting didactic implications different from those prescriptive own cognitive approach. In heuristic learning the teacher 
must assist the student in research autonomous mobility solutions. If the learning tasks too complex, you should not 
impose constraints to the learner in telling him how prescriptive him how prescriptive simplify the implementation mobility, 
but you must apply constraints to the environment. Behaviorism and Cognitive theory have the mind in the focus of 
learning process. Vice versa, Gestalt and Phenomenology has the environment in the focus of learning process. Both of 
them has the main difference between the role of the mind and the role of the learning setting. Aim is to study the issue of 
body knowledge by motor control theory and its relation to motor skills. To study deeply the issue of motor control theory 
and what is the correlation to learning process and motor skills. Specifically, to aim the relation on mind theory such as 
the fourth principal of them. 
 
2. Methods 
 
Methods of this study is theoretical and argumentative by deductive way (Di Tore, Raiola, 2012abc). To analyze the 
specific aspects of learning approach in physical activity and sport. After, to analyze the elements of mind theory 
according to Behaviorism, Cognitive, Gestalt in Gibson (1979) vision and Phenomenology theory and then to elaborate 
the logical relation to cognitive and ecological-dynamic approach. It uses an integrated method that joins, in one hand, 
the elaborations of specific aspects, by documentary approach that describes the evolution steps, particularly on 
theoretical paradigms on teaching methods about motor skills. In other hand, it uses an argumentative approach by 
deductive way to talk about on new discoveries on motor control and learning. 
 
3. Results and Conclusion  
 
It shows two types of relationship: first one is between cognitive approach, which includes closed loop motor control, 
open loop motor control and generalized motor program, and Behaviorism and Cognitive. Furthermore, there is a 
significant relationship among tutorials techniques such as order, demand, sequence and timing and the prescriptive 
teaching method of Behaviorism and Cognitive theory on applied movement learning. The second one is between 
ecological dynamic approach, which includes Motor Imagery control and Freedom Degrees control. Furthermore, there is 
a significant relationship among learning setting, such as learning environment and specific strategies of teaching method 
and the strategies of cooperative learning, role playing, circle time, brain storming, peer education, tutorship, focus group. 
In conclusion it can observe the invasive role of the coach or the teacher in cognitive approach and non-invasive role in 
ecological dynamic approach. Cognitive approach is an usual way to understand the movement, that is the historical way 
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to study and investigate the issue in behaviorist/cognitive interpretative key. Ecological Dynamic approach is an 
extraordinary way to understand the movement, that is the innovation way to study and investigate the issue in 
gestalt/phenomenology interpretative key in a new vision on mirror neurons (Rizzolatti, 2006). In conclusion, it suggests 
to deep the ideal setting in educational process in school and in sport association (Raiola 2012).  
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